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Lake Hart Custom Home Kitchen

Built for a growing family, this PSG Construction custom home includes a kitchen
boasting modern amenities without forsaking inviting charm. Details like a farmhouse
sink, rich maple-finished floors, archways, and hand-produced maple cabinetry
clearly make this a favorite place to gather family and friends.
Lanterns illuminate the kitchen island with an old bronze finish and
seeded, bent-glass panels.
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Plenty of storage exists behind the frosted glass door of the pantry. The built-in
refrigerator and dishwasher are faced with panels that match the cabinetry.
Thermador was the appliance of choice. The arched passageway next to the pantry
door leads to the drop zone, laundry room and garage. An oversized archway with
custom moulding leads from the kitchen to the great room.
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The passage between the foyer and kitchen
has a dry bar with wine fridge and barrel shaped ceiling.
The chandelier is a transitional bronze with graceful curves
and matching candle covers.
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A handcrafted walnut table in the adjacent breakfast nook
is where casual meals are served.
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Click here for more information on this and other projects

Current PSG Projects
4,200 sq ft custom vacation home in St. Cloud
Addition/renovation in College Park
Whole House renovation in Tuskawilla
Addition in Windemere

Contact PSG Construction owner Paul Gidus for more information about your new
custom home, addition or renovation project.
Whether your project is large or small, PSG can provide the peace of mind and
expectations you are looking for.

CONTACT PSG CONSTRUCTION TODAY

407.628.9660 / paul@psgconstruction.com
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